REMOTE CONTROLS AND ANNUNCIATORS WIRING

101-1AK

- GRN: SECURE
- YEL: ALARM
- RED: UNLOCKED
- OFF: BYPASS

101-4AM

- GRN: SECURE
- YEL: ALARM
- RED: UNLOCKED
- OFF: BYPASS

101-PAM

- GRN: SECURE
- YEL: ALARM
- RED: UNLOCKED
- OFF: BYPASS

101-1A

- EXIT ALARM

101 SERIES CONTROL PANEL

1511S DELAYED EGRESS LOCK

BLK LED COM (-)
GRN LED (+)
RED LED (+)
YEL
WHT

To Power Supply

RESET OPTION

ACCESS OR BYPASS OPTION

IBO

[Power Supply] [Input] [Trigger] [Reset] [Exit] [Delay] [Base] [Protected] [Directly]

NC
NO
REMOTE CONTROLS AND ANNUNCIATORS WIRING

101-1AK
- GRN: SECURE
- YEL: ALARM
- RED: UNLOCKED
- OFF: BYPASS

101-4AM
- GRN: SECURE
- YEL: ALARM
- RED: UNLOCKED
- OFF: BYPASS

101-PAM
- GRN: SECURE
- YEL: ALARM
- RED: UNLOCKED
- OFF: BYPASS

101-1A
- GRN: SECURE
- YEL: ALARM
- RED: UNLOCKED
- OFF: BYPASS

101-DE
- RED RLY: NO C NC
- GRN RLY: PWR

101-KDE
- BLK LED COM (-)
- GRN LED (+)
- RED LED (+)
- YEL
- WHT

ACCESS OR BYPASS OPTION

TO POWER SUPPLY

101 SERIES CONTROL PANEL